What is Behind Unbelief?
Romans 1:18-23

PROPOSITION: God never condemns without just cause, while humans reject the truth they have been given.

I. People act wickedly, ignore God and suppress of God’s truth

   A. V 18 is directly connected to Romans 1:17.

   B. Americans struggle with the idea of God’s wrath

   C. How is it revealed?

   D. People suppress the truth by what they want to do

II. Clear messages of God are ignored

   A. There is revelation of God in the creation around us (Natural revelation)

   B. God has made that knowledge clear TO ALL

   C. Natural revelation is not exhaustive

   D. No one can honestly claim any excuse

III. People pervert the truth they do know

   A. They ignore God and His gifts

   B. They elevate “self” above all, which corrupts mind & heart

   C. They replace God with inferior objects of worship
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